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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This document presents a survey of the EG&G NRDS photographic

operation in four major sections and includes the work scope, procedures,

sor.,e technical backgrounding and operational information. Two sections,

Instrumentation and Photo Systems, include the areas of direct respon-

sibilities while a section on Film !=iandling and Coordination and a section

covering special information, pertinent to the project, are included to

adequately complete this survey.

The photographic group is housed in two trailers within the control

point area at NRDS and from these trailers provides photographic support

at a number of locations. Four camera bunkers, three camera towers, a

kinescope system, a microfilm system and remote camera controls com-

prise the facilities that the group maintains and operates outside these

trailers.
]

The work load includes major items such as: motion picture

coverage of the nuclear rocket engine tests, data record microfilming,

kinescope recording, and documentary coverage of the company related

operational responsibilities. In addition, a number of minor photographic

services are extended, when required.

The nature of the work, because of its importance within the

research and development efforts at NRDS, requires optimum quality

and efficiency throughout. The many procedures outlined here have

been designed to satisfy these requirements.



2.0 INSTRUMENTATION

The photo-optical instrumentation phase of the photographic opera-

tion at NRDS encompasses many types of motion picture coverage for most

engine tests conducted on the site. A variety of cameras and lenses are

installed in specially designed "photo stations" within the test cell complex

prior to the test and used to record the run phenomena on photo-sensitive

materials for post testing review and evaluation.

The test parameters necessitate remote control of most equipment

during the test. Therefore, special control systems are used to operate

tb, e motion picture equipment operated under "run" conditions.

The films exposed during these tests, in addition to showing test

characteristics for technical purposes, are incorporated into documentary

films, and are used to fulfill a variety of public relations requirements

including press and television. These diverse requirements require special

considerations with regard to photographic quality.

2. 1 Rover Photo Plan

The master guide for the instrumentation and/or motion picture

undertakings at NRDS is the Rover Photo Plan. This standard document,

prepared prior to each test, performs four necessary functions:

1. It serves as a guide for technicians installing the equipment

within the photo-stations.

2. It is a master reference for camera-film information, repre-

senting the origin of the perforation number used to control all exposed

films and film reproduction.

3. It is control reference for equipment, permitting trouble

shooting and correction of malfunctions, if necessary.

4. It is a reference for other agencies interested in station,

camera, lens, film and exposure data.
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Prior to each test the photographic requirements as they pertain

to film types, fields of view, frame rates, coverage times and camera

types are discussed with the agency coordinating the test. Once these

requirements are established, suitable equipment and associated data

is listed on the photo-plan. The technicians then select cameras, lenses

and motors that will satisfy the plan, record the equipment serial numbers,

and installthe equipment in the camera station.

After electrical, alignment, and focus checks are made and prior

to the test, a film magazine is prepared and the ends of the films are coded

with the perf. number which is also noted on the photo plan. The plan is

then completed with the necessary dates, copied, distributed and filed for

future reference and distribution.

By item the photo plan includes: (see Rover Photo Plan, Fig. I)

i. Station No. : The NRDS site number assigned to each photo

station.

2. Station Type: This notes whether the station is a bunker, tower

or some special type.

3. Distance Object: The distance from the station bench mark to

the reactor working point.

4. Event: The name of the test.

5. Test Cell: The number of the cell where the test is scheduled.

6. Cam. Pos. : The number assigned to the camera position

within the station.

Each position denotes a special point and there is no duplication of

numbers on the NRDS site. Memo RTOD-35 dated II Dec. 1963 describes

these positions.

7. Nora. Spd: The speed, in pps, that a camera is to be run.

8. Camera S/N: The camera manufacturer's serial number.

9. Foc. am: The focal length of the camera lens, in millimeters.

-3-



I0. Lens S/N: The lens manufacturer's serial number.

II. Filter: The filtertype that is to be inserted within the camera

between the subject and the film.

12. Field H/V: The approximate fieldof view, in feet, at the

described subject distance, perpendicular to the horizontal test pad.

H = horizontal; V = vertical.

13. Type: The film type, by manufacturer's code; e.g. Koda-

chrome II = Kde II.

14. Size: The test film load size by width and feet.

15. Perf. No: The film control number.

16. Aper: The lens f-stop, or effective aperture in the case of

catadioptrie lenses.

17. Shutter: The shutter seetor angle to be set for the "small"

aperture controller, or fixed shutter sector ifit is not to be varied.

18. Run time: The total running time of the camera with a given

film load and running rate.

i9. Group: The grouping number for control point operation.

20. Dates: As they apply -- the top date, under test cell, is the

date of photo plan preparation-critical to note revisions.

21. Remarks: For special notes on camera setup, C.P. eontrol,

exposure data or run data.

All data on this plan may become critical, depending on the nature

of the test, and reference is made to these plans not only prior to a test,

but also for months or years afterward.

The original layout of this plan includes sufficientdetail for the

technicians to select the proper camera stations and prepare eameras and

associated equipment for use on any engine test.
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2. 2 Cameras

Selections are made from a large inventory of cameras, lenses,

motors and support equipment prior to each test to satisfy the photo plan.
/

The cameras used regularly include 16ram and 35ram high speed Mitchells,

16ram Milliken DBM5BE, Hulcher model 102, K-24, and Graphics.

Mitchell cameras comprise the principal coverage while the remainder

are used to fulfill secondary requirements.

Most of these cameras hav_ been modified from the manufacturers'

standard models to permit their use within the special NRDS camera con-

trols system and to make them compatible with test requirements, and

conditions.

All Mitchell cameras incorporate a single lens mount faceplate

rather than the three lens turret facepla_e standard with the camera.

This faceplate, by nature of its rigid design, eliminates engine acoustical

vibration as a problem and provides a reliable support for the heavy

lenses requires (Fig. 2).

Each Milliken and 16ram Mitchell camera has a special magnetic

pickup on or about its main film sprocket drive shaft at a point where no

interference with the drive mechanism or movements exists. This mag-

netic pickup, a small electromagnet whose field is interrupted once each

revolution by a metal screw head, sends an electrical signal to the film

footage indicate system. Each 35ram Mitchell has a cam mounted on the

camera film drive shaft which, once each revolution, operates a small

microswitch that delivers a similar signal.

The 35ram Mitchells are also equipped with a device at the rear

of the camera that remotely operates the standard Mitchell shutter sector

selector.
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Figure 2. 35 mm Mitchell Camera Faceplate.
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This device, called an aperture controller because it is used to

effect exposure changes during a test, offers a selection of three shutter

sectors for each camera. EG&G drawing number N4EIS02 provides a

wiring diagram showing the method used to make the selections. The unit

is attached externally to the camera, with the only modification being a

special sector selector arm on the camera (Fig. 3}.

Other modifications, mostly electrical, have also been made and

are described within the controls section.

2. 3 Lenses

The lenses available for use include focal lengths from 12mm to

100mm and represent a number of mount types and manufacturers. Prior

to lens procurement, a series of tests are made under ambient conditions

or determine the best lens for each application. Lenses like Kilfitt,

Omnitar, Wollensak, Kodak, Schneider, and Kinoptic comprise the

majority of the optics used. Adapters for mating the lenses to the cameras

are usually designed and built at NRDS. The standard subject distances

permit the design of more rigid adapters, useful in the mount configura-

t ions used (Fig. 4}.

Normal lens systems are used throughout,, with the exception of

the catadioptric or spherical mirror lenses such as the Wollensak Mirrotels

which are used when space limitations make use of the normal long focal

length lenses impossible because of their physical lengths.

Each camera-lens system mounted in a bunker station requires a

special mount to support the weight and hold the combination while it is

aimed 90 degress to the horizontal (Fig. 4}. The lens cradle, camera

base guides, and mounting configuration eliminate vibration and slipping.

They maintain alignment along the optical axis of the system, sometimes

over a distance in excess of four feet.
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2.4 Camera Motors

Motors for all cameras are standard manufacturers' equipment

and a wide selection for the Mitchell and Milliken cameras is maintained.

Mitchell motors include synchronous 8, 12, 24, and 96 pps; variable high

speed to 120 pps and variable low speed to 24 pps while Milliken motors

include speeds at intervals from 16 pps to 400 pps. The motor selection

is dependent upon the test criteria, however, 24 pps and 96 pps selections

are usually made as they best satisfy the most test conditions. Frame

rates in multiples of 24 pps are usually used because these frame rates

are easily cut into documentary footages which are projected at 24 pps

(or sound speed).

Film loads also vary with test criteria, but a normal full power

test with its extended running time, necessitates the use of large loads.

The 35ram cameras loaded with 2000 foot magazines will run 22 minutes

at 24 pps, usually enough to cover an entire test. The 16ram cameras

loaded with 1200 feet, provide 8 minutes of footage at 96 pps. Two or

more of these may be sequenced to provide extended test time coverage.

These loads and camera running rates are left flexible to meet changing

test requirements.

2.5 Maintenance

Strict maintenance procedures for all cameras, lenses, motors,

magazines, and other equipment used within the test complex are adhered

to. Periodically, each piece of equipment is torn down, worn parts re-

placed or repaired, cleaned and lubricated, as necessary. The desert's

dry, sandy conditions necessitate more frequent attention than is con-

sidered normal elsewhere. Lubrication, for instance, may become a

hazard as some oils or greases or any lubricants, when used in excess,

have a tendency to collect sand and dust and accelerate normal camera

wear. This means lighter, but more frequent applications. A form sim-

ilar to that below is kept for each piece of equipment.
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Preventive Maintenance Procedure on Mitchell 16ram Camera

No. Z0-01-S Rev. #1

Required frequency as indicated below:

purpose

1. To insure proper operation and reduce deterioration of the

camera.

Equipment

1. Camera No. Location

2. Motor No.

3. Lens Type and No.

References

1. Mitchell Handbook No. M-200

Test Equipment

1. Mitchell camera oil

2. Petroleum jelly (white vaseline)

3. Q-Tips

4. Lens Cleaner

5. Camel hair brush

6. Standard tool kit

Procedure

Before each use, inspect and clean the following areas:

1. Aperture plate and pressure plate

2. Inside of camera box removing all dust and emulsion particles

3. Optics

4. Movement

5. Magazines

6. Lubricate the movement before each use, using Mitchell

Camera Oil
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Lubricate the following areas every 50,000 feet of film, using

Mitchell camera oil:

1. Idler Rollers

2. Rack-over mechanism

3. Movement ball bearings

4. Sprocket evide rollers

Lubricate the following areas every 100,000 feet of film using

petroleum jelly:

1. Drive gears

2. Sprocket gears

3. Replace motor brushes if excessively worn.

Remarl_s

Maintenance completed by

Date

The above form is a sample, modified for use with each piece of

equipment used within the NRDS photographic complex. The actual main-

tenance schedules vary with the type of equipment, with that equipment

receiving the most frequent maintenance attention. As noted on the forms,

all equipment maintenance is done with reference to the manufacturer's

manual.

2.6 Camera Setup Procedures

Prior to each test series, guided by the Rover Photo Plan, the

equipment is selected for use and checked using standard procedures and

methods to insure optimum photographic quality. The following steps are

used to transfer the equipment to the station and ready it for use on a

test:
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I. The camera-lens-motor combinations are determined and

proper selections ale made from the inventory.

2. Each piece of equipment is checked, lubricated and cleaned.

3. The cameras and lenses are mated to the special mounts used

in attaching the combinations within the station. This includes lens-

camera adapters, base mount and lens cradles.

4. The mounted eombinations are then delivered to the stations,

mounted and aligned.

5. Onee the test article is in plaee a series of focus tests are

implemented to determine optimum foeus. At least ten steps, in approxi-

mately 0. 002 in. increments are set braeketing best visual focus, then

a strip of film is exposed at each step.

6. These tests are processed and examined on the lighttame at

high magnifieation. Focus, alignment and multi-camera shutter syn-

chronization may be eheeked at this point.

7. Ifnecessary additional steps may be run, if not the best step

is reeorded and the lens set at that point of optimum foeus and secured.

8. Just prior to the test, another sample run is made to recheck

the alignment and focus. All test strips are reeorded and fileduntil the

films exposed on the test are returned and reviewed.

9. After the focus tests, the proper motor is mated and eamera

speed cheeked. (A slower motor is usually used during tests to keep

footage to a minimum. )

i0. Onee alignment and focus are set and the equipment is cleaned,

attention is directed to the station-Control Point electrical conditions.

Of eourse, the station power and controls must be operating prior to

tests to operate the eameras locally on test strip production.

Additional checks on the cameras are made during the checklist

proeedures institutedtwo days prior to eaeh test. These are covered

later as they are included with the entire system checklists.
i
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2. 7 Camera Stations

Within each test cell complex are two bunkers used exclusively for

the photo-optical effort. At TCA there are two towers and at TCC there

is a single tower, all are used to house camera complements during engine

testing.

One Test Cell A bunker is located 570 feet at azimuth 76 degrees,

the other 570 feet at 175 degrees while the towers at 50 foot elevation

are located 3000 feet from the test pad on azimuths identical to the bunkers.

Each bunker has facilities for four cameras, including mounts,

power, mirror system, and controls. The cameras and lenses are mated

to a custom built plate which is bolted to the side of the bunker, oriented

with the lens vertical and the camera's top or magazine facing the test

pad (Fig. 4). The view is through a port cone 20 in. long and protected

on all sides by earth, lead, concrete and borax fill. This fill serves as

the camera bunker roof and the bunker mirror housing floor. Above

each port a silicon monoxide front surfaced mirror 11-1/2 in. x 16-1/2 in.

x 1-1/2 in. is located at approximately a 45 degree angle thus permitting

a view of the test pad from the shielded area. These mirrors are mounted

in custom mounts capable of 360 degree vertical and horizontal movement.

Critical alignment of the photo-optical system is effected at this point

(Fig. 5).

Each bunker camera area is accessible via a ten foot vertical

entrance, a hallway with a right angle corner and a 1/2 in. lead lined

door. This entry design shields the films from engine generated gamma

radiation. Within each entry hallway are located the power and signal

distribution boxes, servicing the station.

Mounted on the bunker wall opposite the cameras are the bunker

control panels. These panels supply power for each camera; on/off
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Figure 5. Test Cell A Mirror Mount.
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capability for bunker control; electrical Mitchell camera shutter sector

control; and bunker/control point or local/remote switching capability.

(See activate and operate procedures}

Test Cell C complex bunkers are located 850 feet from the test

pad at azimuth 280 degrees and 700 feet from the pad at azimuth 10 degrees.

The tower, 50 feet above ground level, is located 3000 feet from the test

pad at azimuth 280 degrees.

Each bunker has facilities for nine cameras, three of which are

used by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory for documentary purposes.

Camera-lens combinations are mated to custom aluminum mounts which

are attached, with special braces, to chrome plated drill press columns

located beneath each of the ports. The LASL mounts utilize two columns

with the cameras mounted horizontally and small front surfaced mirrors
I

located immediately in front of each lens. The view is through a 48 in.

long tapered port protected on all sides by heavy density concrete. Addi-

tional radiation shielding is obtained by earth fill sloping from ground

level to the mirror housing floor. Mirror movement for alignment pur-

poses is inherent with the aluminum mount (Fig. 6).

Mounted in racks between two of the camera positions within each

bunker are the bunker controls. Each rack contains on/off operating

capability for each camera, electrical Mitchell camera shutter sector

control, bunker/control point operation mode switching, and a camera

film footage counter system.

Each bunker is accessible via a ground level entry which includes

two right angle corners and a 1/4 in. lead door. Within each entry are

located the power and signal distribution boxes.

The bunker mirror housings are wood framed with lead and earth

fill comprising the bunker roof. The top portion is angled downward

toward the test pad to attain additional shielding (Fig. 7). Doors on all
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Figure 7. Test Cell C Bunker.



sides permit access. Nine front surface silicon monoxide coated mirrors

provide the cameras with a view of the test pad from the bunker interior.

The Test Cell A tower stations, located 3000 feet from the test

pad, have facilities for eight camera-lens combinations.

Personnel access is via a 54 foot ladder and a door while equip-

ment is placed in a metal box at the end of a steel cable and raised by an

electrical winch system.

The camera-lens combinations mounted on their custom plates

are attached to drill press tables. These tables are then fastened to the

chrome plated, 3 in. diameter, drill press columns for support. Plating

of the columns is designed to minimize deterioration by weather and to

maintain station cleanliness.

Radiation shielding at the to_vers is attained only by the distance

to the test pad. Therefore, lead shielding is not required. Occasionally,

however, a lead box enclosure is used to shield a camera that contains

especially sensitive film. The view to the test pad is via openings in

the wall (Fig. 8).

The Test Cell C tower station, located 3000 feet at azimuth 280

degrees from the test pad has facilities to control eight cameras indivi-

dually although cable potential exists for more. Access, mounting

facilities and radiation shielding at this tower are very similar to the

Test Cell A towers.

2.7. 1 Test Cell A Stations 12 and 13, Photo Bunkers Activate and

Operate Procedures

The following activate and operate procedures are required to

activate the Test Cell A photo bunker control system and prepare the

bunkers prior to a test. The itemized procedures are included on the

checklist.
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Figure 8. Tower Camera-Lens Installation.



A brief table of station specifications:

Test Cell.rA South Bunker East Bunker

Station No. 12 13

Subject distance 570 ft. 570 ft.
Azimuth 175 degrees 76 ° 30'
Elevation 3828.0 ft. 3842.0 ft.

Port Nos. 13 to 16 17 to 20

Port length 20 in. 20 in.

Port dia. (top) 10 in, 10 in.
Port dia. (bottom) 7-1 / 8 in. 7-1 / 8 in,

Camera Area (height 6' 4" width 4' length 16')

Test Cell A South Tower East Tower

Station No. 11 14

Subject Dis. 3000 ft, 3000 ft.
Azimuth 175 ° 76 ° 30'

Tower height 54 ft. 54 ft.
Port Nos. * 21 to 27 28 to 32

Test Cell C West Bunker North Bunker

Station No. 30 31

Subject dis. 850 ft. 700 ft.
Azimuth 280 ° 10 °

Elevation 3833. 5 ft. 3844, 0 ft.
Port Nos. EG&G 1 to 7 EG&G 8 to 12

LASL 1 to 3 LASL 1 to 3

Port length 48 in. 48 in.
Port dia top (EG&G) 12 in. 12 in.
Port dia bottom (EG&G) 7 in. 7 in,

Camera Area (height 7 ft. 2 in. width 7 ft. length 40 ft. )

West Tower

Station No. 33

Subject dis. 3000 ft,
Azimuth 280 °

Tower height 50
Port Nos. * 39 to 42

• Assigned site numbers (additional space will accomodate more cameras,

if necessary}.
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Activate (see Figs. 9, 10)

Entry is gained via a 10 foot ladder at each bunker and an E-24

key is required to open the entry lock.

1. At the ladder bottom, switch bunker lights ON.

2. In hallway box 5: switch master power ON.

3. In hallway box 3: station 12 (East Bunker), switch breakers 1

through 16 ON --- breaker no. 6 is left ON at all times. Station 13

(South Bunker) breaker no. 2 is left ON at all times.

4. Box 1 (A6-B004 and A6-B001) is the longline termination box

at the bunkers, box 2 is not used, and box 4 is a transformer box. These

boxes required no switching.

5. Within camera area, box 1: switch all camera local test

switches OFF, switch to LOCAL mode and switch DC power ON.

S_ystem Operates

The following will ready the bunkers for operation and enable

control point operations.

i. Open front and rear doors of mirror housing above bunker.

2. Remove mirror covers and port dust caps (caps over four

holes in mirror house floor).

3. Remove camera lens caps, rack Mitchell cameras into taking

position. (Accomplished by handle at camera rear --- depress button in

handle center and rotate counter clockwise until camera body left edge is

flush with camera base left edge. )

4. Check connectors to cameras.

5. On Bunker Box 1: check power cables on side of box, check

fuse.

6. On Bunker Box 2: check aperture controller cables on box

side, and 24VDC, II5VAC power input connectors.

7. On Bunker Box I: switch to REMOTE and check indicate lights.
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Fig,,lre 10. Test Cell A Bunker Control Panels.



8. On But_ker ]Box 2: check REMOTE light.

9. Exit and lock station.

Note: If cameras are run, remove slack from magazine supply and takeup

by manually turning wheels (where belt drive on takeup is attached and a

like wheel on supply) until solid resistance is felt.

2. 7.2 Test Cell A Stations Ii and 14, Photo Towers Activate and Operate

i_:_rocedure s

The following activate and operate procedures are required to

activate the Test Cell A photo tower control system and prepare the towers

prior to a test. The actual procedures are itemized on the checklists.

Activate

Entry is gained via a 50 foot ladder at each tower and an E-24 key is

required to open the entry lock. The controls are located on the wall

opposite the cameras (Fig. II) and on a panel immediately in front of

the same wall (Fig. 12).

i. Immediately inside the door switch lights ON (box 2).

2. Box I: switch master power ON.

3_ Box 3: check fuses

4. Box 4: longline box, no switching required.

5. Box 5: switch camera breakers I through i0 ON.

6. Box 6: switch DC power ON.

7. Box 7: switch DC power supply ON, check indicate.

8. Box 8: switch DC ON, switch to LOCAL mode, switch all

camera local test OFF.

System Operates

The following will ready the towers for a test and permit remote

control point operations.

1. Open ports in front of each camera lens.

2. Remove camera lens caps, rack Mitchell cameras into taking

position.
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Figure 11. Test Cell A Tower Panels.





3. Check connectors to camera.

4. Box 8: Check power-out connectors 1 through 10; indicates

1 through 10; and fuse.

5. Box 9" Check aperture controller connectors 1 through 10;

24VDC and l l5VAC power; and fuse.

6. Box 8: Switch to REMOTE mode.

7. Exit and lock station.

Note: If cameras are run, remove magazine stack.

2. 7. 3 Test Cell C Stations 30 and 31, Photo Bunkers Activate and Operate

Procedures

The following activate and operate procedures are required to

activate the Test Cell C photo bunker control system and prepare the
i

bunkers prior to a test. The itemized procedures are included on the

photo checklists.

Activate (see Figs. 13 and 14), ill

Entry is gained via a door at the bunker rear and an E-24 key is

required to open the lock.

1. Immediately inside the door, switch bunker lights ON.

2. In hallway box 4: switch main power breaker ON.

3. In hallway box 3: switch box breaker and all circuit breakers ON.

4. In hallway box 1' breaker box, not used.

5. In hallway box 2: transformer box, no switching.

6. Inside bunker door: turn lights ON, wall switch.

7. On bunker control racks (station 30, C6-R030; station 31,

C6-R031): Panel B, Panel D; switch all camera local test switches OFF;

switch to LOCAL mode.

_System Operates

The following will ready the bunkers for operation and enable

control point operations.
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Figure 13. Test Cell C Bunker Power Panels.





1. Open front and rear doors of mirror housing above bunker.

2. Remove mirror covers and port dust caps (caps over nine

holes in mirror housing floor).

3. Remove camera lens caps, rack Mitchell cameras into taking

position. (Accomplished by handle at camera rear; depress button in

handle center and rotate counterclockwise until camera body left edge

is flush with camera base left edge. )

4. Check connectors to cameras.

On Bunkers; racks C6-R030 and C6-R031

5. Panel A: 28VDC control ON, AC rack power ON, utility

power ON lamp power ON.

6. Panel G: switch 28VDC ON, check indicate.

7. Panel F: switch AC ON, switch 20VDC ON, check indicate

lights.

8. Panel B: switch to REMOTE, check indicate.

9. Panel D: if LASL system is checked on_. Switch to REMOTE.

Check Jnciicate.

10. Panel E: check REMOTE indicate light.

11. Panel B: switches for local camera test if needed.

12. Panel D: switches for LASL local camera test, if needed.

13. Exit and lock station.

Notes :

a. If cameras are run, remove magazine stack.

b. Longline boxes mounted on wall behind control racks within

t he bu nke rs.

2.7.4 Test Cell C Station 33, Photo Tower Activate and Operate Procedures

The following activate and operate procedures are required to

activate the Test Cell C photo tower control system and prepare the tower

prior to a test. The actual procedures are itemized on the photo checklists.
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Activate (Fig. 15)

Entry is gained via a 50 foot ladder at the tower and requires an

E-24 key to open the lock. The controls are located on the wall opposite

the cameras and on a panel attached to the adjacent wall.

1. Immediately inside the door switch lights ON. (box 1)

2. Box 2: switch main power ON, switch all breakers ON.

3. Box 6: switch DC ON, switch to LOCAL mode, switch all local

camera tests OFF, check indicates.

4. Box 3: transformer box, no switching required.

5. Box 4: switch all breakers ON.

6. Box 5: switch 28VDC power ON, check indicated, and meter.

System Operates

The following will ready the tower for a test and permit remote

control point operations.

1. Open ports in front of each camera lens.

2. Remove camera lens caps, rack Mitchell cameras into taking

position.

3. Check all connectors to cameras.

4. Box 6: switch to REMOTE mode, check indicates (camera and

aperture controllers).

5. Exit and lock station.

Note: If cameras are run remove slack from magazine supply and takeup

by manually turning wheels on magazine sides until resistance is felt.

2.8 Controls

The necessity for remote operation of the photo-optical components

of the photographic system and the nature of the tests themselves have

brought about the design and implementation of a unique controls system

for all stations at both test cells.
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The tests require the system to have the capability for running

cameras a number of times during a test, therefore the system is manually

operated throughout. With extended test times occurring often, the neces-

sity for indications of footage expended is apparent and is included. Expo-

sure control has been incorporated within the aperture controllers to

compensate for varying light levels.

The following pages list activate and operate procedures required

to operate the cameras either at the station for sample runs or operate

them remotely from the control point during a test.

The electrical system for each test cell operation requires a series

of prints for setup and trouble shooting. A list of prints is shown for each

test cell in sections 5. 3 and 5.4.

2. 8.1 Test Cell A Photo Control Racks Z3-122, Z3-123 Activate and

Operate Procedures

The following activate and operate procedures are required to

activate the Test Cell A photo control racks located within the control

point, and use them in remotely operating the Test Cell A photo stations.

Activate Racks

Rack Z3-122 (Figs. 16 and 17)

1. On panel A; 28 VDC control ON, AC rack power ON, and lamp

power ON.

2. On panel D; power ON.

3. On panel E; Croup Control switches 1 thru 10 OFF.

Rack Z3-123 (Fig. 17)

1. On panel A; same as rack Z3-122.

2. On panel B; all camera run switches OFF.

3. Panel C; all camera run switches OFF.

4. Panel D; all camera run switches OFF.

=
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System Operates

The following are required to operate the various segments of the

photo system:

Prior to operating, each station should indicate remote mode on

rack Z3-122, panel D (mode switching is accomplished at each station}.

1. Aperture controllers (rack Z3-122, panel D): Each station has

a master switch to select a 35ram Mitchell shutter sector from one of

three pre-set positions S-I_4-L. Selection is made to compensate for

varying light levels; i.e. S = sunny day, M = overcast day, L = dusk or

very low light. A light indicates the sector has been selected at the

camera.

2. Camera/Group Selects (rack Z3-122, panelE): Each camera

may be operated simultaneously with any other camera by patching here.

The side of the panel indicates groups 1 thru 10, and the top indicates the

camera numbers coinciding with the Rover Photo Plan numbers. Small

plugs are used to make the selections. A glass cover is used to protect

this area.

3. Group Control (rack Z3-122, panel E): An on-off switch is

provided for each group and will activate all cameras in that group.

4. Camera Run (rack Z3-123, panels B, C, C): Switch is used

to activate each camera through the station camera relay.

5. Camera Timer (rack Z3-123, panels B, C, D}: Indicates the

time, in minutes, the camera has been ON. Each camera timer is zeroed

after camera setup and prior to operations.

6. TV and switcher (rack Z3-122; panels B, C): Used to select

views of reactor and monitor test.

Note: Consult Rover Photo Plan to determine camera grouping and

technical camera information.
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2. 8.2 Test CellC Photo Control Racks Z3-R181, Z3-R182 Activate

and Operate Procedures

The following activate and operate procedures are required to

activate the Test Cell C photo control racks located within the control

point building, and use them to remotely operate the Test Cell C photo

stations.

Activate Racks

Rack Z3-R181 (Fig. 18)

1. On panel A; 28VDC control ON, AC rack power ON, and lamp

power ON.

2. Panel B: All camera switches OFF

3. Panel C: All camera switches OFF

4. Panel D: Scram DISARMED, all group control switches OFF

5. Panel E: All camera switches OFF

6. Panel F: Power supply at 20 VDC (set in chassis rear).

Rack Z3-R182 (Fig. 19)

1. Panel A: Same as rack Z3-181, panel A.

2. Panel B: All camera switches OFF

3. Panel C: All camera switches OFF.

System Operates

The following are required to operate the various segments of the

photo system at racks Z3-R181 and Z3-R182.

Prior to operating, each station should indicate remote mode on

rack Z3-R181, panel D. Mode switching is accomplished at the photo

station.

1. Aperture Controllers (rack Z3-R181, panel C and Z3-R182,

panel C): Each station has a master switch for selecting a 35ram Mitchell

camera shutter sector from one of three pre-set positions, S-M-L.
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Figure 18. Test Cell C Control Rack 23-R181
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Figure 19. Test Cell C Control Rack 23-R182
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Selection is made to compensate for varying light levels; i.e. S = sunny

day, M = overcast day, L = dusk or low light. Compensation may also

be made for heavy shadows; i. e., the west view requires "M" in the

afternoon. A light indicates the sector has been selected at the camera.

2. Camera/Group Selects (rack Z3-R181, panels B, C; and rack

Z3-R182, panels B, C)" Each camera may be operated simultaneously

with any other camera by placing in identical group numbers. An eleven

position switch on each camera module is used to select one of ten groups

or OFF (no group). These groups are indicated on the Rover Photo Plan

opposite each camera number.

3. Group Control (rack Z3-R181, panel D): A switch for "on-off"

command of each group is provided here. When commanded, all cameras

in that group will be controlled. A light indicates ON, at each camera

module commanded.

4. Camera "on-off" (rack Z3-R181, panels B, C, E and rack

Z3-R182, panels B, C): Switch is used to activate any camera individually,

and to indicate ON or OFF.

5. Single/Group (rack Z3-R181, panel E)" These controls are for

photo station cameras. Group switching is not provided on the panel face

of this type module therefore patching is to group one in the rack rear.

6. Camera Timer (rack Z3-R181, panels B, C and rack Z3-R182,

panels B, C): This counter indicates the footage remaining on the supply

side of each camera magazine. Prior to running the full load footage, it

is reset by depressing the button below the timer, turning 90 ° and manually

selecting the numbers. After setting, return the button to the vertical

position. Resetting is accomplished by depressing the button.

7. Scram Control (rack Z3-R181, panel D)" The scram circuits

are ARMED or DISARMED here. An indicate light appears in the switch

and on each camera module. When ARMED the cameras will operate on a

reactor SCRAM. Test and reset switches are also provided here. This

system is seldom ARMED.
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8. Film Out (rack Z3-R181, panel B, C and rack Z3-R182,

panel B, C): This indicates depletion of the camera film supply and lights

red when the camera counter reaches zero.

9. Power Supply (rack Z3-R181, panel G): This is a 20VDC power

supply for the camera module footage counter circuits. A variance from

20VDC will cause erratic counting in the camera counter.

10. TV {rack Z3-R182, panel E): Used to select views of the

reactor and monitor each test.

Note: To switch a camera to "individual operation" from group operations

while running, depress module command ON, then switch group OFF. All

cameras in that group other than those individually commanded will then

be OFF.

2.8. 3 Test Cell C LASL Photo Control Rack Z3-R244 Activate and

Operate Procedures

The following activate and operate procedures are required to

activate the LASL Test Cell C photo control racks located within the

basement of the control point building and use them to remotely operate

the LASL Test Cell C photo stations. The LASL photo group operates

rack Z3-R244 during the run; therefore, these procedures will be used

only on setup and checkout.

Activate

Rack Z3-R244

1. Panel A: 28VDC ON, AC rack power ON, lamp power ON and

utility power ON.

2. Panels B, C, D: All camera switches OFF. Check indicates.

3. Panel E: Group control OFF. Local remote mode in LOCAL.

4. Panels B, C, D: Set all timers to zero.
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System Operates

The following are required to operate the LASL photo system

remotely from rack Z3-R244.

Prior to operating, each station should indicate remote mode on

panel E. Mode switching is accomplished at the photo station.

1. Single/Group (panels B, C, D}: This enables selection for

simultaneous camera operation. All cameras selected for GROUP will

operate from group control.

2. Group Control (panel E): This switches the group series of

cameras and indicates ON or OFF.
!

3. Camera on-off (panels B, C, D): When in the SINGLE selection

each camera may be controlled individually at this switch. The switch

incorporates a mode indicate and indicates power applied at the camera.

4. Camera Timers (panels B, C, D): This counter indicates the

time the camera has been commanded ON.

5. TV (between panels A and B): TV is mounted temporarily at

the request of the LASL photo group to observe run status.

2. 9 Photo Check List Procedures

NRDS operations and systems checkouts are strictly controlled by

a coordinating group as the test schedule nears an engine test. The photo

optical system is incorporated within this control system.

Basically, all electrical systems are in operating or working status

two days prior to any scheduled test and special procedures are required

to make any changes or repairs after this date. All work performed on or

after this date, within the testing area complexes, is reported to the co-

ordinating group, prior to beginning, for permission and at completion.

Systems to be used on the test and efforts directly associated with

proper operation of these systems are set up and made ready while follow-

ing a check list procedure, with each item properly noted.
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The photo-optical operation requires checklist procedures on R

minus two when a complete system electrical check is made; on R minus

one when the cameras are checked, cleaned and loaded; and on R day when

the final checks are made, the stations turned on and switched to C. P.,

or remote operating mode. Redundancy exists in checking some items,

however this is necessary to insure successful operations and optimum

photographic quality.

R minus two

At the beginning of the day the following system checks are made.

1. In remote mode the individual and group camera commands

and indicates are operated.

2. In remote mode the station aperture controller commands and

indicates are checked.

3. The photo plan is checked to insure proper station setup through-

out.

4. If problems exist, they are eliminated and the system is

rechecked.

R minus one

On this day the principal functions are the camera checks and

loading. The film load, prepared on the previous day, is delivered to

the stations and the cameras are loaded. All system components are

cleaned and prepared for the test.

Run Day

Early in the day prior to the test the final system checks and

switching are accomplished and noted on the checklist. These include:

1. Full station and C. P. system ON checks.

2. Check camera loads and film movements.

3. Station in operating order, i. e., doors open, mirror covers off.

4. Electrical commands and indicates are checked in remote mode.
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5. System in C.P. control and ready. (All switches and station

actions are noted by checking opposite the item on the master checklist. )

6. The checklist_ are signed and submitted.

With the completion of these procedures the system is ready for

use on the scheduled test.

Films, an integral part of the operation, although used during

camera and station setup and checkout, are a section in themselves

because of the special handling and considerations involved.

Another section, pertinent to the camera operation, incIuded in

the appendix, in Property and Inventory Control.

3.0 FILMS AND FILM HANDLING

Diverse photographic requirements and photo-optical equipment

combined with unique environmental conditions necessitate the use of a

number of different photo-sensitive emulsions. Footage in excess of

250,000 feet is exposed annually. Therefore, a large film inventory is

maintained at the test site under controlled conditions.

The film widths and perforation types vary with the equipment

specifications, however the bulk is either 16ram or 35ram standard widths.

Black and white films with A. S.A. speed ratings approximating

those films used on actual tests fill the requirements for focus tests,

alignment checks and lens tests. B-and-W films are used to keep pro-

cessing, access times, and procedures simplified thus permitting on-site

evaluation without undue delays. Facilities and procedures are maintained

to handle all these films.

3. i Films

The principal test requirements call for color coverage of all

power run phenomena and infrared black-and-white coverage on all power

runs and most non-power runs. Because radiation is particularly harmful
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to photographic emulsions exhaustive tests have been made to determine

effects on resultant quality. This is the single largest determining factor

when films are chosen for use under test conditions.

Color emulsions include 16ram Kodachrome II reversal, 35ram

Ektachrome MS reversal and 35ram Eastman Color negative. The Koda-

chrome is chosen because tests have proven its high performance standards

within radiation environments. Kodachrome, of course, is designed as

an amateur film for use as a high quality original positive and is not

designed for use as an original master for reproducing. As a result,

multiple prints from the Kodachrome originals are not of quality compar-

able to other films such as Ektachrome Commercial, which is designed

for specifically multiple printing. Other 16ram films, including Ektachrome

and high speed black-and-white are used when radiation levels permit or

when requirements change.

Eastman Color negative is used to serve two purposes. It provides

normal speed, 24 pps, color coverage of run phenomena, and serves as a

back-up to all coverage. This film does not perform as well as Kodachrome

II within radiation environments, however, its insurance as complete data

coverage warrants its use under most test conditions. When unaffected

by radiation, this film serves well as a master original for a number of

prints. The cost of producing copies is high, however.

Infrared black-and-white film is useful under test conditions because

of its extended spectral sensitivity which includes the long wavelength or

infrared region of the spectrum to 8500 Angstroms. Nuclear engines use

liquid hydrogen and other gases as fuels and coolants; therefore, a film

that is capable of recording these is necessary. Pure hydrogen, when

ignited, has very weak spectral lines, with the strongest in the infrared

region. Tests have demonstrated that infrared film, Type 5210, is the

best film available for recording under these existing conditions. Although
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infrared will not record the pure hydrogen flame it does record the

flame when mixed with impurities and itwill provide good records of

the gases as they produce condensed water vapor in air. High speed

infrared film, with its increased sensitivity,produces better results

especially when heated subjects are apparent. However, itis subject

to severe deterioration under radiation environments.

Other films used for special applications inelude 70rnm and sheet

Ektaeolor for public relations printing and Ektachrome commereial for

documentary purposes. The latter is easily cut into movies made by

other groups.

Exposure of each film type is based on the manufacturer's ASA

rating; however, tests are conducted to determine optimum rating under

NRDS test conditions and commercial laboratory conditions. See table

on Adjusted Film Ratings, ASA.

The following sections represent standard procedures for all

film handling, control and storage. Sections on planning, and commercial

laboratory coordination are also included.

3.2 Motion Picture Control

The large number of original films and various types of prints, in

excess of 500,000 feet annually, necessitate standardized procedures and

methods for controlling flow through the photographic facilities and for

maintaining an accurate account of the footage maintained within the

library at NRDS.

The procedures used for handling of unprocessed original films

may be found under Film Handling and Coordination. The procedures for

the control of these films are described here.
J



Adjusted Film Ratings ASA*

TCA TCA TCC TCC

Film Filter Mfg. 3unker Tower Bunker Tower Notes

Eastman Color

Negative (5251) .... 85 32 16 20 20 32

Ektacolor

Professional t 70ram None 80 -- 8 -- 16 . Hulcher at lpps

Ektacl_rome MS ( 7256) None 64 15 2 5 15 25

Ektachrome

Commercial (7255) 85 25 25 32 25 32

Ektachrome

ER (7257) None 160 90 125 90 125

Infrared t (5210) 89B -- 12 16 12 16
i

Infr_red_ highspeed (5218) 89B -- 30 45 30 _ 45I

Background X (7230 or 5230) None 40 32 40 32 40

Background X (7230 or 5230) 25A 5 3 5 3 5 ..

Plus X (7231 or 4231) None 80 64 80 64 80

Double X (7222) None 250 160 250 160 250

*Based on light reading at test article = Weston 600, w/18% Kodak Neutral Test Card.



3. 2. 1 Perforation Number

The perf. number is the in-plant method for coding all motion

picture films and some cut films, when exposed as part of an instru-

mentation effort. A block or series of numbers is assigned the photo

group by a central group at the company's main office where control is

maintained to avoid any duplication of numbers.

All original films are physically punched on at least one end with

this number and prints of that original bear an identical number, on the

leader and on the label.

Control of the perf. numbers is maintained at NRDS by a master

book which lists the numbers assigned, in numerical order and is accom-

panied by a description of the original film bearing each number. The

numbers are assigned and logged when a film load is made for a test.

These numbers are then noted on the Rover Photo Plan and in a

master card file. The card file is maintained in numerical order and

contains a description of the original film, the number of prints delivered

to NRDS and the disposition of each, with dates. These cards, cross

referenced by test name contain all information pertinent to identification

and location, and incorporate basic technical photographic data.

Control over delivery of motion picture films is maintained as

follow s:

1. Upon receipt of a film it is logged into the library record and

noted in the card file. A print is wound on a core or projection reel,

c anne d and labelled.

2. Prints for projection have leader added and are spliced where

necessary. (Laboratories, when splitting 2000 foot rolls for their

machinery may print a roll in two sections. )

3. Delivery is controlled on a receipt with the film types and

perf. number noted. This information is recorded in the card file.
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3.2.2 Motion Picture Storage

Although prints for company records are seldom made, extra prints

and customer on-site prints are stored by the photo group in its library

for a short time. Limited storage facilities do not permit archival storage,

therefore storage facilities with the Las Vegas and Boston document con-

trol groups are also used.

The NRDS library is maintained as follows:

i. All prints or originals received or delivered through the library

are logged in the library and card index files.

2. All films are properly prepared, canned and labelled.

3. Storage within the library is in numerical order by perforation

number. This number is written on colored tape on the film can edge,

with a color coding for each footage type thus offering ease of identification

and access. Color codes for original negatives, projection prints, master

prints and kinescope originals or prints are maintained. All perf. numbers,

regardless of print typ ,_e stored together in numerical order.

4. Films from past runs are delivered to the Las Vegas facility

for archival storage at periodic intervals. Usually a one-run backlog for

each customer is maintained at NRDS where facilities permit storage of

about three hundred cans of film. This library is used frequently for

reference and loan to interested personnel.

5. Delivery and transmittal of all motion picture prints is done

only with the permission of the customer, or owner of the prints.

The only exception to the above is with regard to original films.

These are sometimes left in the vault of the commercial laboratory in

Los Angeles until no additional requests for prints are anticipated. This

is done to save time and money in shipping as additional print requests

are re ceive d.
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3. 3 Rover Film Handling and Coordination

The following procedures are used to coordinate handling of exposed

films, ordering laboratory work, shipping to and from commercial labor-

atories and customer print delivery. An outline, with justifications,

appears in memo RTOD-1630 dated 25 January 1965.

3. 3.1 Ordering Lab Work

The following steps are required for commercial laboratory coordin-

ation:

i. Prior to a test where films are to be exposed, a list of required

prints is obtained from the testing agency, usually LASL or WANL.

2. A purchase requisition is written to include the entire order,

itemized with processing by film emulsion type and footage, print type

and amount of each print type by perf. numbers and notes on expediting.

Notes are also made if mirror images are involved to indicate mode of

printing.

3. The films are canned and shipped {see Shipping).

4. The lab order is called in to the commercial laboratory, refer-

enced by the purchase requisition number. Use of the P.R. number rather

than the normal P.O. number is unique, but necessary to avoid confusion

in billing.

5. When the work is completed, Purchasing and the NRDS admin-

istrator are notified. Billing and payment are then efficiently handled by

the laboratory and the company purchasing group.

3.3.2 Shipping

Special shipping methods are utilized to avoid delays and meet

schedules for customer print delivery. The following procedures have

been adopted to satisfy requirements without incurring exc'essive costs.

i. The film is properly canned, labelled and securely packaged.

2. The film is then either hand carried to the laboratory or shipped

as follows:
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The film is delivered to one of the airlines servicing the Los Angeles-

Hollywood area. It is shipped by air freight, marked to be held at the

Los Angeles airport for pickup by a laboratory representative. The air

freight billing number and flight number are called in to the laboratory

and the film is picked up by the laboratory representative in Los Angeles.

EG&G maintains an account with the airlines and charges are paid by

sending a copy of the air freight bill to Purchasing referenced by the

purchase requisition number. (Only unclassified films may be handled

in this manner. }

3. Once the laboratory completes its work the above process is

effected in reverse and a member of the photo group picks up the prints

at the Las Vegas air terminal.

4. Classified packages require special handling and shipping.

After proper wrapping, the films must travel on a control receipt. Pro-

cedures may be checked with the EG&G security or document control

representatives.

3. 3.3 Print Delivery

Upon receiving projection prints, they are prepared, labelled

and wound on projection reels, while master prints are prepared by

winding on cores. The prints are then delivered, by set, to the customer.

3. 3_ 4 Storagei

Originals and copies are stored on the site for a reasonable time,

then delivered to the documentary control group for archival storage.

Permission for this storage is usually given by the customer, subject

to 24 hour recall to the site. A file by perf. number is maintained on

the disposition of all films.

3. 3.5 Editing

Cost of printing may be significantly reduced by editing films

prior to printing when original footage includes non-pertinent information.
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Permission to edit, and the significant coverage to be included

are obtainable from the requesting agency at NRDS.

Actual editing is coordinated with the laboratory and is effected at

the laboratory to avoid delays.

3.4 Laboratory Scheduling and Coordination

Laboratories including facilities at EG&G, Las Vegas and commercial

facilities in the Los Angeles-Hollywood area process most NRDS test

operations I films. The Las Vegas facility processes kinescope films

and on occasion, 16mm black-and-white negative films. All EG&G pro-

cessing capability is black-and-white negative, both original and print

stock. Strict sensitometric control is maintained throughout. The kine-

scope process is covered in following sections of this document.

The commercial laboratories handle all the color processing, most

of the black-and-white processing, and reproduction of camera originals.

Because of the diverse film types and print requirements, a series of

laboratories are required to accomplish the processing and finishing of

these films (see Laboratory Services).

Processing is accomplished by the commercial laboratories by

procedures and standards adopted by each laboratory. Occasionally a

special request may warrant changes to these procedures but these requests

are rare and costly.

Laboratory coordination and scheduling of films through the commer-

cial laboratory often become extremely important, especially when the

films contain information critical to test evaluation. Although actual

scheduling is accomplished by the commercial laboratory for completion

of any given work load unit, awareness of these schedules is necessary for:

i. Scheduling of editing procedures, travel to anc_ from the labor-

atory, and shipping.

2. Scheduling of print delivery to the testing site or to off site

installations or agencies.
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Although laboratory schedules do change from time to time they

are standardized over periods of months at a time to meet customer

requirements and laboratory operations requirements. It is therefore

possible to anticipate delivery dates accurately.

A normal fullfilm run would be handled as follows:

i. Upon receipt, Cinema Research catalogs the films, separates

them by emulsion type and delivers them to the labs for processing.

2. 35mm Eastman Color negative and 35mm black-and-white are

processed at CFI on the ii P.M. to 8 A.M. shift.

3. 16mm Kodachrome IIis processed by Eastman Kodak on the

11 P.M. to 8A.M. shift.

4. 70ram and 5-1/2 in. films are processed on the normal day

shift by any laboratory that is prepared to do the work. Yale labs is one

of these.

5. Black-and-white films are delivered at the end of the night

shift to Cinema Research; i.e. about 8:30 A. M,, ECN is delivered about

9:30 A.M.

6. At this point Cinema Research runs an exposure or "scene test"

on the processed roll of original film to determine optimum print quality

and delivers these tests to the processing laboratories.

7. During this scene testing, i.e. on the morning after the film

has been received in Los Angeles, editing may be done without delaying

any process. This editing information is relayed to the Cinema Research

work load coordinator upon completion.

8. At the completion of the scene tests and their evaluation, print-

ing begins, i.e. late on receiving +1 or on the morning of.+2. One print

of all footage can then be printed, processed, and delivered on date of

receipt +3. Additional prints can be made on a continuous basis at a rate

of about one a day for a full run load.
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9. When the situation warrants, a film can be printed without

testing immediately after processing, allowing delivery of some prints

on R+I. This is not advisable under normal conditions because sacrifice

in quality is a penalty that is paid when scene testing is omitted. When

necessary, however, a print of a roll or two may be returned to the site

by the film editor on R+2.

10. All prints are delivered wound on cores, therefore schedules

for delivery must allow winding time at NRDS.

11. When absolutely necessary arrangements may be made to

have the processing laboratory process the films in the early morning or

on the weekend. By giving a 24 hour prior notice and by paying a very

high expediting cost, the laboratory will reluctantly hold its night crew

to do the job.

3.4. 1 Print Types

Successful completion of any laboratory work is dependent upon

communications and terminology. A new NRDS photo coordinator will

find tremendous dividends in a visit to the Los Angeles laboratory that is

to handle the work. Terminology used for orders, film descriptions and

printing methods includes the following major items.

1. Original negative: Any processed camera exposed film.
I

2. Projection Print: Any positive print, black-and-white or

color, of quality for use in a standard motion picture projector.

3. Master Print: A positive print designed for use as an original

for reproduction, not for projection.

4. Dupe Negative: A nearly exact copy of any original negative

for use in reproducing. Items 3 and 4 are also designed for volume

printing to avoid deterioration of an original film and for permanent

retention by another agency desiring a reproducible film.

5. Edge Number: Numbers printed on the edge of a film at one

foot intervals; used for editing, printing, and cutting of production movies.
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6. A or B Wind: Refers to type of film wind for film orientation

on film reels.

7. A or B Roll: Refers to the two rolls used to make a series

of splices invisible when splicing of a number of scenes is required for

production of a movie. Even-numbered scenes appear on the B roll while

odd-numbered scenes appear on the A roll,

8. Mirror Image: Denotes an original that was exposed with a

single bunker mirror in the system requiring left to right image reversal

in printing for proper projection.

9. Optical Printer: A machine used to change image size and

image orientation to produce special effects when printing.

10. Contact Printing: Denotes printing by contact between original

film and unexposed print stock. Only continuous printing may be effected

by this method.

11. Editing: Refers to method used to indicate inclusion or

deletion of portions of films prior to printing. Editing is accomplished

by referencing frames on a film to a master point by counting frames

rather than physically cutting.

12. Split Roll: A large roll of film such as a 2000 foot roll that

has been cut to permit its use on printing equipment designed for shorter

rolls.

There are, of course, numerous other pertinent terms that

apply to photographic laboratory efforts but those listed above are most

commonly used for NRDS efforts.

3.4.2 Printing

Printing from the original stock requires special consideration to

handle the various camera original types. Most film footage released to

the customer is in 16mm print forms of some type which include reversal
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original, work print edge numbered, dupe negative, fine grain master,

and projection prints. Close coordination of these efforts is warranted

on the basis of efficiency, quality, and cost.

The nature of the tests necessitates exposing a large amount of

camera footage that is of little interest on either a scientific or documentary

basis, therefore care is taken to avoid excessive printing of this footage.

After processing and prior to printing, most original films are reviewed

at the laboratory and only portions are actually printed. This procedure,

when properly effected, saves thousands of dollars annually and offers no
I

interruption in the laboratory scheduling (see Editing}.

The mirror systems within the bunker stations cause a problem

in that all camera originals, when viewed in the standard position, {emulsion

side away and erect}, causes the image to be reversed from left to right.

Printing of these originals must be done with the original reversed to

allow correct orientation on the final release prints. In the case of 35mm

originals this is accomplished in an optical printer as the size is reduced

to 16mm. For 16mm originals an alternate method using contact printing

is sometimes used. The printing processes, procedures, and machines

are a field unto themselves and are not covered to any extent here.

Once the final prints have been made and processed they are

returned to the test site where they are cataloged, labelled, wound on

cores or reels, canned, and either stored or delivered. A color coded

film library is maintained at the test site with kinescope originals,

camera originals, projection prints and master prints comprising the

bulk of the films. Deliveries include shipment to customers and ship-

ment of films to the Las Vegas facility for storage.

With the production and delivery of these films the process or

flow from original raw stock to final product is virtually complete,

leaving only specific print requests to be filled.
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Laboratory Services

Palmer Cinema Eastman
Films EG&G Research Kodak CFI GFL yalg_

16mm Ektachrome

process X X X

16ram Kodachrome
Process X

16mm B-and-W X
process

35mm ECN process X

35mm Ektachrome

process X

35mm B- and-W

process X X

70mm Ektacolor X
process

70mm B- and-W
process X

5-1 / 2 in. Ektachrome

process X

35 / 35 contact print X X

70mm Ektachrome X
process

16 / 16 contact print X X

35 / 16 optical
reduction X

16 / 16 optical print X

16 B-and-W Master X X X

16 Color intermediate X X
J

Film Coordination* X

Documentary Produc-
tion X

Print process X X

* Next page
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,:,Cinema Research coordinates all film flow in the Los Angeles area.

1 The association of Cinema Laboratories, Inc. 1925 K Stree,

N.W., Washington 6, D.C. can give full current laboratory capability

of all member laboratories.

2 CFI - Consolidated Film Industries

3 GFL - General Film Laboratories
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4.0 PHOTO ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS

The photographic efforts at NRDS, in addition to the photo-optical

instrumentation, encompass many other areas associated with the science

of photography, either directly or indirectly. These responsibilities

include; kinescope recording, microfilming, motion picture documentary,

technical and documentary still-photography, photo-sensitive data record

processing, and other special services.

Although these areas are considered as secondary in importance to

the instrumentation effort by the photographic group, each of these functions

may contribute to the success of a technical project considered of utmost

importantance by another group. Therefore, each function is treated as

such and the services performed are done so with the best equipment and

procedures available.

4.1 Kinescope Recording

Engine tests at both NRDS test cells are observed by a series of

closed circuit television networks. Remotely operated cameras view the

test article and auxiliary equipment, thus providing test officials with

real-time test status information. During the test runs views from

cameras focused on suuport equipment and/or the test article are recorded

for post-test critiques. Recording is accomplished using two methods;

video tape recorders and two (2) Kinescope recorders. The video tapes,

controlled by the T.V. group, are used to fulfill immediate on-site

viewing requirements, whereas the Kinescopes provide permanent motion

picture records (a universally useful medium), for viewing on or off site.

The photographic group is responsible for operation of the Kinescope

equipment during the tests and for continuing maintenance, of the cameras.

The camera equipment consists of two (2) Auricon Pro-600 sound

cameras with 25ram lenses and film magazines with either 600 or 1200

foot capacity. Each camera is focused on a small television monitor with
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switching capability permitting selection of any one of eight master views

for recording (Fig. 20). This camera and monitor are mounted atop a

rack of equipment containing the sound amplifiers and controls, video

controls and switching. The pictures projected onto the monitor screens

are a negative image thus resulting in a positive film image when black-

and-white negative motion picture film is exposed and processed normally.

Prior to each test the equipment is turned on permitting stabiliza-

tion; then it is checked out and cleaned. This is accomplished on a stand-

ard check list schedule. The camera focus is checked, and the camera
i

cleaned and loaded with 16mm Kodak Plus-X negative film. The sound

levels are checked and the sound track exposure lamp brightness is set.

The sound track is a variable density optical type.

During the test the recorder operator runs the cameras, monitors

the sound levels and the picture brightnesses. Adjustment of the picture

is required because of the changes in subject brightness and contrast.

The exposed films are controlled, labelled and handled in a manner

not unlike the instrumentation films. These films are processed in

Las Vegas under closely controlled conditions.

The addition of the variable density optical sound track to the film

necessitates controlled processing to produce optimum quality pictures

and sound track within the same process. Trial runs have established a

processing gamma of 1.0 + 0.05 for this procedure. This produces an

acceptable sound track, as recorded under test conditions, and good over-

all picture quality. The final results here, of course, are not as good

as instrumentation films because of the resolution of the T.V. system

and Kinescope characteristics.

The original Kinescope recordings are logged and stored, referenced

by perf. number, with the other films exposed on a given test. Duplicate

prints can be made if required.
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4. 1. 1 Kinescope System - Activate and Operate Procedures

The following procedures are required to activate and prepare the

Kinescope systems for use on a test. The racks, Z3R214, Z3R215,

Z3R216, Z3R217, are located in the T.V. complex in the basement of

the control point building.

Activate Z3R214, Z3R216 (Fig. 20)

1. Filament switches ON, allow 2 minute filament warmup, then

switch plates ON, check pilot lights.

2. Switch audio to proper test cell at TCC-TCA switches.

3. Switch sound track panel power ON.

4. Check T.V. picture switches.

5. Switch binary time ON.

6. After 15 minute amplifier warmup period, set sound track

exposure.

7. Check cameras on racks Z3R215, Z3R217 to see if sound track

exposure lamp is lit inside camera.

8. Switch noise reduction OFF.

9. Switch tone control to SPEECH position.

10. Adjust proper v.u. level and check for objectionable noise in

system by monitoring on head set.

11. Load cameras; racks Z3R215 and Z3R217.

System Operates

1. Racks Z3R215 and Z3R217: Remove camera lens caps, set

f-stops, focus cameras, check magazine takeup, and zero footage counters.

2. Switch proper T.V. view to monitor screens.

3. Adjust T. V. picture brightness levels.

4. Monitor data net for KINE ON command - comply and acknow-

ledge.

5. Monitor T.V. system for anomalies to be recorded.

6. Monitor operator net sound levels.
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Note" The T.V. group will initiate T.V. portion of the system and

repair system, if necessary.

4. 2 Microfilming

Microfilming, principally of data records, is a service provided by

the photographic group to a number of other groups or agencies concerned

with the testing program. This includes the reduction of original docu-

ments of varying widths up to 16 in. to 35mm or 18mm roll film size, and

producing negative and/or reversal copies in specified quantities.

Original documents produced on tests vary widely in character and

include Sanborn recorder records, computer produced records, CEC

recorder records, and digital recorder records. All require special

consideration and handling, thus making the microfilm process a slower

custom process rather than a large volume production type.

The microfilming equipment includes a Bell and Howell Tabtronic

575 rotary camera, a Diebold Model 9750-1 rotary camera, a Kalvar

multi-mode reproducer, and an Oscar Fisher Processall film processor.

4.2.1 Microfilm Procedures

The following procedures have been established to produce consistent

high quality results and maintain the resolution and density standards found

acceptable by the customer. Constant density and contrast result in signi-

ficant increases in efficiency and decreases in costs. The camera and

processor standards, for each type of original document, are listed on

the Microfilm Procedure Schedule.

4.2.2 Handling

Each original document is logged, upon receipt, with information

including the type of copies required, data, requestor, and a description

of the original document. The original is then photographed, the film

processed and checked. The original is returned and copies are made.
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4. 2. 3 Diebold 9750-1 Microfilm Camera

The Diebold camera is used to produce a 35mm width record of

various original continuous roll data records. Records up to 16 inches

wide and 300 feet long can be microfilmed at a 13:1 reduction ratio. The

only variable in this system is the intensity of the frosted lamps used to

illuminate the original document. The proper intensity for each original

is dependent upon the paper characteristics.

The following procedures apply.

1. The camera is cleaned, the counters zeroed, and the camera

is loaded with 35ram Ansco microfilm, Type 1270-011. The film is

shielded from direct light.

2. The film area is closed and taped.

3. The exposure lamps are checked and the proper intensity level

set.

4. A few feet of leader are run through the camera.

5. The original document is loaded onto the machine and photo-

graphed.

6. A small section of film is run before the next chart is inserted.

All completed documents are labelled with identifying data and the docu-

ment is logged in the master schedule.

7. The completed roll of film is removed, canned and prepared

for processing.

4.2.4 Bell and Howell Tabtronic Microfilm Camera

The Tabtronic camera is used to produce a 16ram width record

of various original data records in formats including roll stock, fanfold

and single sheet. Records up to 15 in. wide and some 16 in. can be

microfilmed at a 24:1 reduction ratio. The variable in this camera is

also the illumination supplied by two lumiline exposure lamps, B-and-A

No. 115121. The following procedures apply.
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1. The camera is cleaned, the rollers checked, the counter

zeroed, and the camera loaded with 16mm Ansco microfilm, 1270-008.

The film is shielded from direct light.

2. The film area is closed and locked.

3. The exposure level is set.

4. A few feet of leader is run through the camera. (3-1/2 feet

will be run automatically by the spring advance when set at a full turn. )

5. The original documents are then fed onto the machine. Spacing

between documents is automatically set within the camera.

6. All completed documents are labelled and logged where necessary.

(Single sheet series do not require this labelling. )

7. The completed roll of film is canned, labelled, and prepared

for processing.

4. 3 Oscar Fisher Processall

All original rolls of microfilm are processed in the processall.

There are a number of variables here but all have been standardized to

produce optimum results. These include chemicals, temperature, and

machine speed. Hunt micrograph developer and flash-o-graph fixer

diluted as the manufacturer recommends.

The following procedures apply:

1. The machine is checked for cleanliness.

2. The chemicals are checked for age, i. e., the chemicals must

be fresh. If necessary a short sample is run through the machine and

checked by comparing with a standard prior to processing the microfilms.

3. The proper temperatures are set and the machine speed is set.

4. The rollers are cleaned and the machine is loaded.

5. Prior to processing, the dryer is permitted to reach tempera-

ture and the magazine box exit aperture is wiped dry.
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6. The film is processed. Where possible, two (2) rolls may be

processed side by side.

7. The processed roll is removed and examined by density,

scratches, dirt, and camera malfunctions.

8. The film is canned, labelled, logged, and stored for subsequent

copying.

Microfilming is now completed and the original films may be

reproduced on the Kalvar multi-mode reproducer. Imperfections some-

times observed on original films and the probable source are noted below.

1. Scratches - dirty processor rollers.

2. Out of focus - original document not flat against camera

platen.

3. Image distortion - original document slipping in camera.

4. "Muddy" film background - dye backing not removed in

processall.

5. Density and/or contrast bad - chemicals are exhausted or

improper camera light level set.

6. Pink film base - wash time too short in processall. (This is

common and does not harm results. )

7. Emulsion soft - hardener was omitted when fixer was mixed.

8. Brown spots - chemical contamination usually caused by

fixer splashed into developer tank.

9. Film layers stuck on roll - processor dryer temperature

too low.

10. Film fogging - film light struck, usually in camera operation.

11. High background density - processor developer temperature

too high.

These problems occur seldom and may be eliminated altogether

if proper procedures are followed and care is taken throughout the process.
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4.4 Kalvar Copying Procedures

The Kalvar multi-mode reproducer is used to make all second

generation copies of the original silver microfilms exposed in the two

microfilm cameras. The machine is capable of handling 16mm or 35ram

originals and producing copies of like or opposite signs, as compared to

the original sign. That is, the machine can produce negative or positive

copies from a negative original.

The machine loading, the temperature settings and the lightlevel

settings vary with the processes but the original and copy handling and

procedures do not vary.

4.4. i Handling Procedures

All copying supplies, Kalvar raw stock and original silver nega-

tives, unless classified, are stored in a supply cabinet near the copying

machine. Boxes, properly labelled, identifythe originals to be copied

and the copies to be made from each.

Originals, as they are entered in the cabinet, are labelled with

the data incorporated on that film and with a filenumber in the order that

they were placed in the filefor copying. All copies of an original are

identifiedwith this number and stored until an entire segment of the work

is completed. The copies are then labelled with test data, like the original.

A quick survey of the completed and uncompleted fileswill tellhow much

is to be copied.

4.4. 2 Machine Procedures

Procedures for machine operation and copy handling have made

the process more versatile and efficient. Itpermitted rapid access for

viewing and editing the completed copies.

Prior to insertion of each new roll of Kalvar raw stock, the glass

exposure lamp housing is cleaned, the drum and diffusionbox temperatures

are checked, and the lightlevel set. The machine is then loaded.
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Each copy, as it is completed, is cut from the roll; canned and

labelled. All copies are wound on plastic I00 foot reels. After removing

the copy, a new reel is inserted and the machine restarted. This saves

rewinding, cutting and editing before viewing thus saving a significant

amount of time and confusion.

The following are recommended for operation:

4.4. 3 Like Sign Kalvar Copying (Also, see 4.4)

Type 50 Kalvar is used for this process. The film nomenclature

includes the film base thickness thus making the Type 503, 504, etc.

This Kalvar process is similar to a photo black-and-white reversal pro-

cess as follows:

Kalvar Photo

1st exposure Camera exposure
1st heat drum 1st developer
Diffusion box Bleach

2nd exposure White light exposure
2nd heat drum Color developer + fix.

A permanent useable film is the end product of the process.

A number of difficulties may be encountered but are easily solved

by the following procedures:

1. Background not clear - raise diffusion box temperature, and

if needed, reduce 1st heat drum temperature.

2. Final image too light - decrease 1st exposure.

3. Final image too dark - increase 1st exposure.

4. Low contrast - decrease 1st exposure, increase box temperature.

5. High contrast - increase 1st exposure.

6. Spotted image - clean drums.

7. Fogging - raw stock was struck by excessive ultraviolet light

or heat.
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Kalvar recommends temperature settings but NRDS experiments

show these results.

1st heat drum: 145 ° to i60 °
Diffusion drum: 190 ° to 210 °
2nd heat drum: 250 ° to 260 °

The light level will vary with the original density.

4.4. 4 Opposite Sign Kalvar Copying

Type 10 Kalvar is used for this process, and this film, too, incor-

porates the base thickness, in mills, into its identification number.

This process is comparable to the negative photographic process

as follows:

Kalvar Photo

1st exposure Camera exposure
2nd exposure Developer
Heat drum Fix

Permanent images require a few hours before using to permit

complete diffusion of the gases released during the process.

The manufacturers' recommended settings suffice in this process;

however, adjustments may enhance the final product. Recommended is:

Heat drum: 255 ° to 260 °

The machine speed may be varied widely to enhance results.

4. 4. 5 Kalvar Type 10 Like Sign Kalvar Copying

Type 10 Kalvar may also be utilized in the production of like

sign Kalvar copies. The process itself is not unlike that used to produce

unlike sign copies with the Type 10.

The step by step procedure:

1. Make a Kalvar copy using the original silver microfilm negative.

This copy will be called the positive or inter-positive. The background

density of this copy should be slightly higher than a Type 10 positive for

distribution.
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2. Make Type 10 Kalvar copies of it using the Kalvar inter-

positive as the original. A copy will require a light setting of between

3 and 4.full light steps below that of the inter-positive. This final copy

will be a negative, or of a sign like the original silver negative.

This process has some advantages over Type 50 like sign copying.

These include:

1. The film latitude is greater, making the process easier.

2. The process saves time beaause copies may be run at a higher

machine speed, 50% to 100% faster than Type 50.

3. The original silver negative receives less wear.

4. There are less machine adjustments to make because the diffu-

sion oven is eliminated.

4.4. 6 Standards

The Kalvar copies have a wide variety of uses, therefore varying

image characteristics are necessary to satisfy these requirements. Using

a standard original silver microfilm, the process is varied to attain

these results. All copies are compared to a standard retained at NRDS

to assure repeatability.

4. 5 Data Record Processing

Engine tests produce data records in many forms, most of which

are transformed onto some readable paper record for distribution and

evaluation. The photographic group, in addition to microfilming many of

these records, also chemically processes or permanizes some of these

papers which are photo-sensitive.

These papers are usually exposed in machines like the CEC

Type 5-12 3 recording oscillograph or the CEC Type 5-114 recording

oscillograph. They are processed on a CEC 23-109 oscillogram pro-

cessor maintained by the photo group.
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Again, as with other processes, the original record types vary;

therefore machine operation cannot be completely standardized. Every

paper requires a special chemical type for proper processing. Variations

in paper exposure require compensation by varying processing speed to

maintain reasonably consistent density. Some papers, developable by

ultraviolet light or room light, are developed thus by light prior to chem-

ical processing. These usually produce inferior images but compensations

are made in processing to somewhat alleviate the problem.
I

The chemical temperature is thermostatically controlled to maintain

100°F; however, the drying drum temperature is variable permitting

adjustment for any machine speed.

The machine is located within the photo facilities and has a specially

designed vent to minimize problems caused by the toxic chemicals.

4. 6 Documentary Photography

The photographic efforts at NRDS, in addition to instrumentation

photography, encompass some still and motion picture documentary photo-

graphy. The still photography fulfills requirements for technical manuals,

public relations, and technical evaluations of systems o_: subsystems.

The documentary motion pictures fulfill requirements for report films

and special presentations. Although limited, both of these phases are

undertaken on a regular basis and are deemed important within their

areas of specialized application.

4. 6.1 Still Documentary

The photographic group maintains two 4 in. x 5 in. graphic cameras

with associated lenses, tripods, lights and support equipment for taking

still pictures and has at its disposal the necessary laboratory equipment

for black and white picture processing and printing.
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A file of negatives, and contact prints of each, is maintained at

NRDS and a duplicate print file is maintained within the Las Vegas facilities.

Each negative is filed by number and year in the numerical order of expo-

sure and cross-referenced by subject. Prints are made to order as they

are requested because of the varying requirements for picture formats.

Included in the documentary files are photographs of nearly every

phase of the EG&G, NRDS operation. In addition, photographs of reactor

engines in static and operating condition are maintained. The program

for photographing during operating stages is included with the instrumen-

tation photo plan. The plan for taking these pictures includes time

exposures, and time-lapse or pulse photography by remote operation

mode from the control point.

4.6.2 Documentary Procedures

Standardized procedures are essential for efficient documentary

efforts and making these efforts produce useful results for immediate

needs and a good file for future reference and use. The photographs are

used to satisfy the following needs:

1. Technical reference for systems or components analysis.

2. Public Relations

3. Technical brochures and company proposals.

The first item usually is of immediate importance only as it satis-

fies someone desiring a convenient quick reference; whereas, the other

two types of photographs may be useful for weeks or months.

The following procedures are followed:

4. 6.3 Requests

A photographer is assigned to fulfill a request for photographs as

the schedule permits. A polaroid shot is taken and shown the requestor,

where convenient, and the cut film is then exposed. In the case of color

films the exposures are bracketed to achieve optimum results.
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With regard to the subject, a technical description of the subject

and the names of any people appearing in the photograph are recorded.

The exposed film is then processed and prints are made to order

for the requestor. In addition to the requested prints, four contact or

4 in. x 5 in. prints are made for the files.

4.6.4 Cataloging

To maintain a useful, effective file of prints for reference the

following procedures are followed:

1. The negative is filed in chronological order and numbered with

the year and negative number. For instance, the forty-first (41) negative

filed in 1,_65 would be numbered 6541. Included on the negative envelope

along with the number are notations describing the subject and the company

department where the photograph was taken.

2. Numerical listings of all negatives are maintained in chrono-

logical and subjective order. These offer ease of reference for any

purpose. Included with the negative number are the subject description,

date of exposure, photographer and requestor. If the negative is delivered

outside the department, this is noted also.

3. Contact, or 4 in. x 5 in. prints are made of each negative and

one is filed with the negative, one delivered to the Las Vegas facility

files, one filed in a notebook in numerical order, and one filed in a note-

book in subjective order. All prints are labelled with the negative code

numbers. Color negatives are notes as such.

4. These files and notebooks are maintained within the photographic

facilities at NRDS.

Documentary movie efforts usually include preparation of instru-

mentation films for inclusion with other agencies' report films; however,

other small documentary movies are prepared on occasion. An Arriflex 16
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is available for use, and this camera is used to obtain necessary footage.

When required, titling, art work, printing, and sound dubbing are done

by commercial laboratories at the direction of the photo group.

Black-and-white and color documentary sheet film processing is

done at NRDS by the photo groups. All processing is controlled to maintain

optimum qua.lity standards.

4. 7 Other See'vices

The above systems and procedures complete the major photographic

services provided by the NRDS photo group. Other minor services are

also required but not frequently enough to establish standard procedures.

5.0 SUPPLEMENTS

This section is included to complement previous descriptions and

procedures with pertinent operational procedures, systems information,

and technical background.

Numerous special items are critical for the successful photographic

operation but are not directly related to production methods and procedures.

Included are methods enlployed for inventory control, systems background,

and security procedures.

Lists of prints covering the electrical specifications of the control

and indicate systems for both test cells are also included to serve as a

quick reference for systems information. The prints themselves consume

a large file and cannot be included easily.

5.1 Property and Inventory Control

Property and Inventory control aid greatly in the success and

efficiency of the photographic operation particularly with the many areas

encompassed. Large quantities of materials and supplies are required to

handle the loads on schedule. Varying requirements make equipment

inventories and control important facets of the operation. The areas as

broken down are: microfilm supplies, films, finishing supplies, docu-

mentary supplies, and equipment control.
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5. i. i Microfilm Supplies

The principal inventories maintained here are silver microfilm,

Kalvar microfilm and microfilm developer and fixer. Sixteen mm and

35am silver microfilm are stored under refrigeration at an inventory level

that will cover one complete run series.

5. I. 2 Film

The film inventory is the largest and most difficult to maintain.

All films are stored under refrigeration and a log is maintained within

each storage facility. Information is transferred from this log to master

lists each week and itemized by agency to be supported. Large film

quantities are maintained on a six month basis.

5. I.3 Finishing Supplies

These include film cans and reels, leader stock, labels, and

minor supplies. Space requirements limit these inventories; therefore,

they are maintained by frequent inventories during a given series.

5. i. 4 Documentary Supplies

These include cut film, polaroid film, flash bulbs, filters and
i

paper print supplies. A small inventory of each of these is maintained

within the control point facilities and may be ordered from a warehouse

on the test site. A log is maintained to control use.

5. I. 5 Equipment Control

Each piece of capital equipment, i.e., equipment bearing serial

and property control numbers, is closely controlled with locations and

maintenance records of each item on file. A form denoting change in

location of any item is completed, noting changes by date. This information

is then transferred to master files within the photo group and the moving

form is delivered to the company's Property Control representative.

Preventive maintenance records are filed which list all work done on

equipment at periodic intervals.
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5. i. 6 M and S Ordering Information

Manufacturer's delivery of materials vary greatly by item and

changes from time to time but the following information is helpful for

maintaining adequate supplies. Accurate records of orders and deliveries

are helpful in keeping abreast of any manufacturer's changes.

Items Manufacturer Delivery Times (days }

I. Infrared film, 35X2000 Eastman Kodak 60-90

2. Infrared film, 35X1000 Eastman Kodak 45-60

3. ECN film, 35X2000 Eastman Kodak 60-90
4. ECN film, 35XI000 Eastman Kodak 45-60

5. Kodachrome II film, 16Xl200 Eastman Kodak 30-45
6. Black-and-white film, 35XI000 Eastman Kodak 30-45

7. Black-and-white film, 16Xl200 Eastman Kodak 30-45
8. Ansco Microfilm GAF 30-45

9. Kalvar Microfilm Kalvar Corp. 30-45
10. Film cans, reels Distributor(s) 14-21
1 I. Cut film Warehouse 7- 14
12. Cut film Distributor(s) 14- 21

13. F!ashbulbs Warehouse 7- 14

14. Flashbulbs Distributor(s) 14- 21
15. Microfilm chemicals Hunt 21-30
16. Microfilm chemicals Recordak 21-30

17. Camera Equipment Mitchell 60- 120

All of the above may be expedited to save a few days or weeks and

many smaller items or partial orders may be procured from distributors
i

who maintain small stocks. Special items and major capital equipment

items warrant close coordination with purchasing. Company representa-

tives may also be of aid in an emergency.

5.2 Security Procedures

The classified nature of portions of the testing program at NRDS

necessitates the implementation of standard procedures regarding the

handling and storing of classified materials. In addition, unclassified

materials are controlled by standard procedures.
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The following regard classified motion picture footage:

I. The films are exposed in a security controlled area during

each test and the stations are locked to restrict entrance.

2. After test completion, the film is removed from the magazine

in a controlled area and is canned. The can is then labelled and wrapped

for removal from the site. This usually means a double wrapping with

the inner wrap and the film can marked with the classification, and the

outer wrap marked with the address.

3. A receipt is made and the film delivered by authorized courier

to the Las Vegas document control group or to the cleared commercial

laboratory.

4. The document control group will then ship, by registered mail,

procedures to the laboratory.

5. The laboratories handling the films are cleared by the AEC

and DOD to handle allfilms generated at NRDS.

6. The laboratory, upon completion of its scheduled work, returns

all originals and prints by registered mail to the Las Vegas Document

Control group.

7. The Las Vegas Document Control group then returns the

necessary originals and prints to NRDS by authorized courier with a

standard EG&G receipt, Form A53-12-64 5M.

8. The classified documents are locked in a safe at NRDS when

not in use.

9. When in use, the access to the area is controlled.

I0. Delivery to customers is made by courier and a form like

that used in Step 7 (above) accompanies the film. All prints are marked

with the classification.

1I. Questions regarding handling are directed to the Las Vegas
J

Security group.
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The following regard negatives and paper prints:

1. The negative and envelope are marked with the classification

and are stored in the safe at NRDS.

2. All prints or reproductions are marked with like classification

and shipment is handled in a manner not unlike motion picture films.

The following regard microfilms and classified data records:

1. All processing and handling is carried out in a secured area

with access permitted only to cleared personnel.

2. All originals and prints are marked with the classification.

The containers are marked likewise.

3. Shipping is carried out in the same manner as the above films.

Direct all questions to Las Vegas Security Representative'

5.3 Test Cell C Electrical System Prints

The following list of prints, principally wiring diagrams, repre-

sents the electrical system used at Test Cell C to effect camera opera-

tion within the three photo stations and in remote mode from the control

point.

This system incorporates a footage counting function, in addition

to camera, aperture controller, and mode switching. The LASL portions

of the system are also included.

5.3.1 Footage System

SK-189 16mm Mitchell Pick-Up Installation

N4C-1899 Magnetic Pickup, High Speed Mitchell Camera Assembly

N4C-1900 Magnetic Pickup, Variable Speed Mitchell Camera

Assembly

ND- 1873 Magnetic Pickup, Box Assembly

N4B-778 35mm Mitchell Speed Pick-up

N4D- 1410 Schematic Diagram, Photo System 20VDC Power

Supply, Type B
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N4D- 1411 Schematic Diagram, Photo System 20VDC Power

Supply, Type A

ND-2716 Module, Camera Dummy Transmitter, Photo Station

N4C-2128 Schematic Diagram, Misc. Camera Transmitter
Module, Photo Station

N4C-2041 Schematic Diagram, 35mm Mitchell Transmitter
Module, Photo Station

N4D-1267 Schematic Diagram, Logic Board No. 2, 16ram

Camera Footage Indicate Transmitter Unit

N4D-1268 Schematic Diagram, Logic Board No. 1, 16ram

Camera Footage Indicate Transmitter Unit

N4D-1269 Schematic Diagram, Camera Control (counter board}

5.3.2 Photo Station

ND-1487 Schematic-Voltage Control (motor driven variac)

N4D-989 Internal Wiring Diagram, TCC Photo Bunker, west,
C6RO30

N4D-1177 Internal Wiring Diagram, TCC Photo Bunker, north,
C6RO31

N4E-204 Wiring Diagram, LASL Photo Box C6El19, west tower

N4D-1225 Photo Control Box, Station 33 (LASL)

ND-1418 Shutter Indexing Assembly (aperture controller}

N4D-950 Aperture Control Chassis, Photo Bunker C6
I

N4C-1802 Aperture Control, Camera Unit

N4D-940 Wiring Diagram, Local Shutter Index Control, TCC
Bunker

N4C-1816 Wiring Diagram, Control Transfer Module, Photo
Station

N4D-954 Control Transfer Module, Photo Station Photo

N4D-952 Camera Control Module, Photo Station

N4C-1813 Schematic Diagram, Camera Control Module, Photo
Station

N4C-1327 Schematic Diagram, Camera Control Module, Photo
Station LASL LASL 70mm Camera
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5.3.3 Photo Control Point

N4D-831 Internal Wiring Diagram, TCC Photo Control,
Rack Z3-181

N4D-883 Internal Wiring Diagram, TCC Photo Control,
Rack Z3- 182

N4F-1040 Internal Wiring Diagram, Photo Control, LASL Z3R244

N4D-949 Master Control Chassis Assembly, Control Point
Photo

N4D-955 Camera Control Module, Control Point Photo

N4C-1815 Mitchell Camera Control Module, CP Photo, Sche-

matic Diagram

N4D-1226 Miscellaneous Camera Control Module, CP Photo,
TCC

ND-2713 Module, Miscellaneous Camera Control

N4D-1349 Camera Control Module, LASL 70ram, CP Photo

N4D-953 Aperture Control Module, Control Point Photo

N4C-1814 Schematic Diagram, Aperture Control Module, CP
Photo

N4D-911 Schematic Diagram, Group Control, CP Rack Z3-181

N4C-2126 Schematic Diagram, Group Control Module, LASL CP

N4C-2127 Schematic Diagram, Local-Remote Module, LASL CP

5.4 Test Cell A Electrical System Prints

The prints of the Test Cell A photo system include the aperture

controllers and diagrams of the racks. The system is not modular,

therefore, the system is not separated into prints for each sub-system.

5.4. 1 Photo Stations

ND-1487 Schematic-Voltage Control (motor driven variac)

ND-1418 Shutter Indexing Assembly (aperture controller)

N4C-1802 Aperture Control, Camera Unit
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N4D-901 Wiring Diagram, Local Shutter Index Control

N4C-1058 Schematic Diagram with Local/Remote Indication

N4D-897 Photo Bunker Control Box, TCA

N4D-1005 Schematic Diagram, Photo Control Box, Towers TCA

5.4.2 Control Point Photo

N4C-1058 Schematic Diagram, Aperture Control Panel w/Local/
Remote Indication

N4D-466 Photo Group Control, Schematic

N4F-1153 Schematic Diagram, Camera Control Panel, TCA,
Z3-RI23
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